
The Foundational Character Tr a i t

“A dream is a wish your heart makes, when you’re fast asleep. In
dreams you will lose your heartaches; whatever you wish for, you keep.
Have faith in your dreams and someday your rainbow will come sliding
through. No matter how your heart is grieving—if you keep on believing—
a dream that you wish will come true.”

Do you recognize the words above?  Here’s a hint. They are the words of a song from
a very popular fairy tale movie. Can you think of the name of that story?  If you guessed
Cinderella, you’re right!

The story of Cinderella has all of the characteristics of a fairy-tale love story. There
is a beautiful palace and all of the splendor of a kingdom. There is a handsome prince,
heir to the throne, who is looking for a wife. And, of course, there is Cinderella.
Although she is kind, beautiful and pure in heart, she is also poor and unfairly treated
by her stepmother and stepsisters.

The stepmother does everything she can to keep Cinderella from fulfilling her
dreams. First, she tries to keep Cinderella from attending the ball at the palace. But
she fails. Then, when the prince’s servant is looking for the maiden who can wear the
glass slipper, the stepmother once again intervenes. She refuses to let Cinderella try on
the slipper, hoping that it will fit one of her own daughters.

In spite of all the obstacles she faces, Cinderella is finally given the opportunity to
prove that the missing glass slipper belongs to her. She is the one the prince has been
seeking. The prince and Cinderella are married and, as the story goes, “live happily ever
after.” Cinderella’s dream, the words of the opening song of the story, has finally come
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true. Unfortunately, too many young people think of love in terms of a fairy tale. But
love is more than romance, a walk in the moonlight and living “happily ever after.” Love
is meeting the needs of someone else, unselfishly.

Suppose you are assigned to write a report on the topic of love. As you begin your
research, you will quickly learn that there are two types of love: conditional and uncondi-
tional. Further research reveals that there are two types of conditional love. There is
the IF type of love and the BECAUSE type of love. Let’s take a minute to look at the dif-
ference between these two types of conditional love.

Have any of your classmates ever said that they would be your friend if you did what
they wanted you to do?  Sometimes what they wanted you to do was harmless, like giv-
ing up that special dessert you had in your lunch. There are other times when you
might be asked to do very dangerous, or even illegal, things to gain their friendship.

This is an example of the first type of conditional love. This kind of love says “I will
love you IF you do what I want you to do.” It is not real love when you are required to
earn the love (or friendship) of others by doing what they request. You can be sure that
this type of relationship will last only as long as you are able, or willing, to do what
you’re asked.

The most common type of conditional love focuses on what you look like, who your
friends are or what you have. This type of love might be described as, “I love (or like) you
BECAUSE you are attractive.” Or, “I love (or like) you BECAUSE you are popular,” . . .
because you’re a good athlete, . . . because your parents have money, because . . ., because
. . ., because . . . .

If you will just take a moment to think about the students in your school, you will
quickly realize that the relationships between many of these students centers around
this BECAUSE type of conditional love. Think about your relationships with your
friends. Do you love (or like) them IF they do things for you, just BECAUSE they look a
certain way or BECAUSE they have certain things?  Conditional love is not the kind of
love described in the Bible.
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Unconditional love says “I love you PERIOD.” “I love you no matter what!” This is
the type of love that everyone really wants. Everyone wants to feel secure in the knowl-
edge that, no matter what happens, true friends will not desert them.

The greatest example of unconditional love is represented by the Lord Jesus Christ
when He died on the Cross for our sins. Jesus chose to give Himself as a sacrifice for our
sins. His act of love is explained in the following passages of Scripture:

We are all sinners. For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of
God. (Romans 3:23)

Death comes as a result of our sins. For the wages of sin is death.
(Romans 6:23a)

Eternal life comes through Jesus Christ. . . . the gift of God is 
eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord. (Romans 6:23b)

The love of Jesus was demonstrated on the cross. And being found
in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself and became obedient to the
point of death, even the death of the cross. (Philippians 2:8)

Unconditional love is what Jesus expects of each of us. Jesus wants us to unselfishly
meet the needs of others. Are there students in your school who seem to have no
friends?  Unconditional love means that you take the initiative to become their friends.
Are there families in your community who lack sufficient food or clothing?  If your life is
characterized by unconditional love, you will want to find ways to help these families
obtain the food or clothing that they need.

A number of years ago there was a popular song with the following words: “What the
world needs now is love, sweet love.” It is true that we do need more love in this world.
But we don’t need the IF and BECAUSE types of conditional love. What is needed is
unconditional love. We need to begin by accepting through faith the unconditional love
of Jesus Christ and the salvation that He has provided for us. Then each of us needs to
daily practice unconditional love as we seek to unselfishly meet the needs of others.
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Inquiry-Action 1.1

C H  A  R  A  C  T  E  R Q U  E  S  T

LOVE IS . . . . Complete your answers based on class discussion.
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1. What is conditional love?

2. What are two words often used in conditional love?

3. Describe an example of conditional love from your experience, a current news
story or from the Bible.

4. What is unconditional love?

5. What is a Biblical example of this kind of love?

6. Are there some people who love you unconditionally—meaning that they would
love you no matter what?  Write some of their initials.

7. Why is it hard for people to love unconditionally?

8. How will you begin to love others unconditionally?
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Inquiry-Action 1.2
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Characteristic: Loving, Focused on Others: Unloving, Focused on Myself:

Suffers Long

Is Kind

Does Not Envy

Does Not Parade and

Boast

Does Not Behave

Rudely

Does Not Seek 

Its Own

Is Not Easily Provoked

BIBLICAL ADDITION. For each characteristic in 1 Corinthians 13:4-8a, explain or give an
example of Loving (focused on others) and Unloving (focused on myself). An example of
e a ch has been done for you.

Speak gently, try to help

Impatient, wanting others 
to do it my way
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Inquiry-Action 1.2  (continued)
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Thinks No Evil

Does Not Rejoice

in Iniquity

Rejoices in Truth

Bears All Things

Believes All Things

Hopes All Things

Endures All Things

Never Fails
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Inquiry-Action 1.3
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DEMONSTRATING CHRIST-LIKE LOVE. Write a personal plan of action.

According to John 13:34–35 and 
1 John 4:11–12, why should I
develop a personal plan of action?

The Basis: The Question:

The Plan: The Challenge:

If Christ-like love were true in 
my life, how would it make a 
difference in my relationships with
my parents and friends?

What are specific actions that 
I need to take to demonstrate
Christ-like love?

Which of these decisions will be
the hardest to put into action?
Why?  How will I overcome the
obstacles?
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Inquiry-Action 1.4
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1 CORINTHIANS 13:4-8A. Write the verses based on the outline provided.

Love

and is

love does

love does

is

does

does

is

thinks

does

but

Love

verse 4

verse 5

verse 6

verse 7

verse 8a
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